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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that at time zero A,(x) particles are distributed at each x E 2 (2 
denotes the integers) and subsequently the particles move independently 
according to some transition law. For B a finite nonempty subset of 2, let 
I,(B) denote the number of particles which have entered B for the first time 
at time n. Then L,(B) = CEzl I*(B) is th e number of distinct particles which 
are in B by time n. 
Assuming that A,(x), x E Z are independent Poisson variables with means 
p(x), Port showed in [3] that if the particles move according to the transition 
function P(x, y) of a transient Markov chain which has p as an invariant 
measure (i.e., C p(x) P(x, y) = p(y) for all y) then I,(B), n > 1 are inde- 
pendent Poisson variables with means E&(B) = x5 p(x) P,( V, = n) where 
Vs is the hitting time of B. He also proved that 
P(lj$,(B)/EL,(B) = 1) = 1, U-1) 
[L,(B) - EL,(B)]/[Var L,(B)]‘/” 5 @, (1.2) 
where CD is the standard normal distribution function. Moreover, Port 
showed in [4] that if the Markov chain is null recurrent then (1.1) and (1.2) 
also hold in this case. 
In [7] the author showed that the Poisson assumption can be dropped and 
(1.1) and (1.2) will still hold if P(x, y) is the transition function of a transient 
aperiodic random walk. In this case we need only assume that A,,(x), x E Z 
are independent and identically distributed random variables with finite 
fourth moments. It should be noted that the methods and proofs in this 
case differ greatly from those in the Poisson case. One important reason for 
this is that we no longer necessarily have independence among the random 
variables I,(B), 12 > 1 and so we cannot apply the strong law of large numbers 
to get (1.1) as is done under the Poisson assumption. Also, in the Poisson 
case, (1.2) follows since L,(B) is Poisson (being the sum of the independent 
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Poisson variables I,(B),..., I,(B)) and Var L,(B) = EL,(B) ---f co. We certainly 
do not have this if the Poisson hypothesis is dropped. The purpose of this 
paper is to establish (1.1) and (1.2) f or recurrent random walks. Here we 
assume only that A,,(x), x E 2 are independent nonnegative integer valued 
random variables with finite sixth moments and if 
PA4 = Jw&) M4 - 1) **. vu4 - j + 1)) 
then there are constants X > 0 and M such that 
6) k(x)-+ h as IXI-+~ 
(ii) ~44 G M x E 2, 1 <j<6. 
(1.3) 
Note that the above conditions hold if As(x), x E 2 are independent and 
identically distributed random variables with finite sixth moments. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Let X, , n > 0 be independent random variables and suppose that X, , 
n > 1 are indentically distributed. Then the process {Yta}Eo defined by 
Y, = X0 + X1 + *.. + X,, is called a random walk. It is a Markov chain 
with transition function P(x, y) = P(X, = y - x) and n-step transition 
function P,(x, y) = P(X, + ... + X, = y - x). The random walk is said 
to be aperiodic if the group generated by the set 0 = {x: P(0, x) > 0} is 
the group of all integers. It is called strongly aperiodic if for all x E 2 the 
group generated by x + 0 equals 2. Also let 
F&c,y)=P(Y,=y;Y,#y,l<v<n-l\Ya=x). 
Then the random walk is called recurrent if Cz==,F,(O, 0) = 1 and is tran- 
sient otherwise. 
Throughout we assume B is a finite nonempty subset of the integers and 
P,(x, y) is as above. We denote by Vs the hitting time of B. That is, 
where we set V, = cc if Y, $ B for all n > 1. If {Y,} is recurrent then 
P,( V, < co) = 1 for all x E 2. Also, we set 
Finally, 2 denotes the integers, N the positive integers, and 1 B / the cardi- 
nality of B. As usual, 1, denotes the indicator function of B. 
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3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Suppose that at time zero particles are distributed among the integers 
according to the random counting measure A, which satisfies (1.3) and then 
the particles move independently according to the transition function P(x, y) 
of a recurrent random walk. More precisely, assume that the random variables 
Xkt), n, K EN, z E 2, are independent and identically distributed with 
P(xg) = y) = P(0, y). Then the process {Y$}~==, with 
Y,ci) = z and Y,($ = z + X,$’ + ... + X:,’ forn 2 1, 
is a random walk with transition function P(x, y) and represents the position 
of the k-th particle starting at x. 
The following assumption is made on the n-step transition function 
P,(x, y) which regulates the movement of the particles. There is an 01, with 
1 < 01 < 2, such that for all x E 2, 
P,(O, x) - crrlla 
where c is a positive constant. 
(3.1) 
If {~J~=r are independent and identically distributed random variables 
with distribution function F(t) = P(t, < t) then the law F is said to be in 
the domain of normal attraction of the stable law V, if for some a > 0 and 
some A,, , 
fi+% P an-i/U i .& - A,, < x = V(x) 
k=l 1 
where (Y is the exponent of the stable law V. Now if the recurrent random 
walk with n-step transition function PJx, y) is strongly aperiodic and if 
F(t) = Czgt P(0, x) is in the domain of normal attraction of a stable law 
with exponent 01, 1 < 01 < 2, then (see [2], p. 236) (3.1) holds. 
Also, for any strongly aperiodic random walk with C GP(O, x) < 03 we 
have GP,(O, x) --+ l/u(27r)l12 as n -+ co, for all x E 2 (see [6], p. 75). Con- 
sequently, in this important case, (3.1) holds with (11 = 2 and c = 1/0(2rr)~/~. 
In all that follows B will denote a finite nonempty subset of the integers. 
Our first theorem gives the asymptotic behavior of EL,(B). 
THEOREM 1. Let L,,(B) denote the number of distinct particles which hit B 
by time n. Then 
EL,(B) N /U&pW (3.2) 
where 
A, = [#(I - cc’) I’(1 + cc’)]-‘. (3.3) 
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It should be pointed out that this is in contrast to the transient case (see [7]) 
in which EL,(B) N nC(Z3) where C(B) = h CllEB P,(P’s = co). Note that 
since the random walk is transient PJ V, = co) > 0 for some y E B and so 
C(B) > 0. In the recurrent case P,(V, = 00) = 0 for all y so that 
r1EL,(B) + 0. The next theorem shows that (3.2) can be improved. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, be given by (3.3). Then with probability one we have 
L,(B)/nl/a --t XA, . (3.4) 
Our final theorem reveals that the number of distinct particles in B by 
time n is asymptotically normally distributed. 
THEOREM 3. Let @ denote the normal distribution function with mean zero 
and variance one. Suppose that 
liy+$f Var L,(B)/nl’ol > 0. (3.5) 
Then for any x E R 
lim p 
[ 
L,(B) - EL,(B) \( X 
n+m [Var Ln(B)]1’2 1 = I. (3.6) 
It is not too difficult to see that (3.5) will hold, for example, if A,(x), x E 2 
are independent and identically distributed with Var A,(x) > EA,(x). 
Now for each x E 2 let {Y,*} be a random walk with transition function 
P(y, Z) and YoE = x. Let M,,(B) = 1 if the random walk {Y,o} hits B by 
time n and let it = 0 otherwise. That is, 
Then, clearly EM,.JB) = PZ(VB < n). Next, let UA2(B) be one or zero 
according as the K-th particle starting at x does or does not visit B by time 71. 
Then for each n EN the random variables Ui’“,‘(B), x E 2, K EN are inde- 
pendent and distributed as M,,(B). M oreover, it is immediate that if we 
denote by L,,(B) the number of particles starting from x which have visited B 
by time n then the random variables {L,,(B)), are independent for each n, 
and 
Add 
L,,(B) = c qp) 
k=l 
L,(B) = J&L,(B). 
(= 0 if A,(x) = 0) (3.8) 
(3.9) 
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In the sequel we will need the first six moments of L,,(B). Below we 
exhibit the first four moments (the fifth and sixth being similar) and illustrate 
the calculation of these with the second moment. The methods for the other 
moments are analogous. 
-%mP) = cL1(4 PA VB G 4; (3.10) 
%Km2 = PI(X) PUB G 4 + P2(d [Px( VII 6 41”; (3.11) 
az,(~)3 = k(X) Pz(VB < 4 + 3kk) P&fB < 41” 
+ P3(X) [PUB < 41”; 
(3.12) 
G&9* = ~~(4 PUB G 4 + 7c~~b-j [PPB < 41” 
+ f-G&) [p3cV~ G 413 + Pi F’UB d 4”. 
(3.13) 
To prove (3.11) note first that 
But 
and so the independence of the variables {Use}, implies that 
The result now follows easily. 
Finally, using (3.9)-(3.11) and the independence of the variables {L,,(B)}, 
for each n we obtain 
(3.14) 
In the Poisson case p2(x) = ail and consequently the second term on the 
right of (3.14) does not arise. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
We need the following fact in order to prove Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose {a,(x)}, is a nonnegative sequence of real numbers for 
each x E 2 such that 2, a,(x) ---f a as n + co and a,(x) --+ 0 as n -+ co for 
40914113-3 
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each x E 2. Also suppose that {b(x)), is such that b(x) -+ b as j x 1 ---f co. Then 
pi 2Yzb(x) a,(x) = ba. (4.1) 
Now let Es(n) = ,Y, P,(V, < n). In [5] Port investigated the asymptotic 
behavior of E,(n) for recurrent Markov chains and we will use the following 
fact which is proved there: If B is any finite nonempty subset of Z then 
n-1 
EB(n) - c pO(v{O, > k). 
k=O 
(4.2) 
This fact enables us to prove the following result. 
LEMMA 2. Let the notation and hypotheses be as above. Then 
i+i n-+EB(n) = A, (4.3) 
where A, is given by (3.3). 
Proof. By (4.2) t i suffices to show ~~~~ Po(Y(o~ > h) - A$@. For 
convenience let qn = Po(Vto}) > n) and p, = P,(O, 0). Also let 
and P(t) = i pntn 
iZ=O 
for 0 ,< t < 1. Note that Q(t) = [(l - t) P(t)]-l. Now by (3.1) p, N rn-lla 
and hence by Karamata’s Tauberian theorem (see Feller [l], p. 423) 
(1 - t)l-lin P(t) -+ cr( 1 - l/a) as t+l-. 
Thus we can conclude that 
i#l - tp Q(t) = [cql - l/a)]-‘. (4.4) 
Using the converse part of the above Tauberian theorem we obtain that 
c Qk - [cql - a-‘) q1 + Cl)]-’ nl’* 
k=O 
(4.5) 
and in fact since {q,J is monotone 
qn - [cT( 1 - a--l) T(I+)]-~ V-‘-l (4.6) 
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Consequently we see that 
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and the result follows. 
To prove Theorem 1 first note that (3.9) and (3.10) imply that 
Now let a,(x) = P,(V, < n)/nll” and b(x) = pl(x). Then clearly a,(x) -+ 0 
as n -+ co for each x and by (1.3) b(x) -+ /\ as / x 1 -+ co. Also Lemma 2 
shows that Z, a,(x) + A, as n -+ co. Hence Lemma 1 implies 
,Z& b(x) a,(x) -+ hA, as n -+ cc which is (3.2). 
Before proving Theorem 2 we need some estimates on the behavior of the 
quantities Z$ E 1 L,,(B) - EL,,(B)/” as n -+ co for 1 < k < 6. To get 
these estimates we need only use the simple fact that 
along with (1.3) and results such as (3.10)-(3.13) to obtain for 1 < K < 6 
GE I L,(B) - J%@)I” = 0(-W)). (4.7) 
Since (L&?)}5 are independent for each 71 E N we get that 
Var L,(B) = Z;, Var L,,(B) 
and so applying (4.7) with k = 2 we have in particular that 
Var L,(B) = O(E,(n)). 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2. For brevity let 
(4.8) 
4, = L,(B) - &m(B). 
Then for each n E N the random variables {&r}z are independent and 
&I,, = 0 while E/Ii, = Var L,,(B). Also L,(B) - EL,(B) = Z, (1,, . Now 
we can write 
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where R’, consists of a linear combination of those terms whose sum contains 
a first power of A,, . For example, CzJv &,A&, and Czfvfz A,,A&,&, . 
Using the above facts it is easy to see that ER, = 0 and 
From (4.3), (4.7), and (4.9) it is now evident that E[Z% An,J6 = O(rW), i.e., 
E[LL,(B) - EL,(B)16 = O(n+). (4.10) 
Now by Chebychev’s inequality we have for any E > 0 that 
P[I L,(B) - EL,(B)/ > nlk] < ELLP) - ~-UW- n6iQ (4.11) 
From (4.10) we conclude that the term on the right in (4.11) is O(K~/~). 
But 01 < 2 and so (4.11) and this last fact imply that for any E > 0 
$+L,(B) - EL,(B)1 > nl’~] < co. (4.12) 
The Borel-Cantelli lemma now gives P[/ L,(B) - EL,(B)/ > nlk i.o.] = 0 
for any E > 0. From this, one readily obtains that [L,(B) - EL,(B)]/&” -+ 0 
as n -+ co with probability one. This last fact in conjunction with Theorem 1 
establishes Theorem 2. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
The proof of Theorem 3 rests heavily on the validity of the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let L,,(B) and L,(B) be as before. Then 
lim sup E / L,,(B) - EL,,(B)13/~ar L,(B)]3/2 = 0, 
?z+m s 
(5.1) 
i+z ZzE / L,,(B) - EL,,(B)13/[Var L,(B)]“/” = 0, (5.2) 
lim sup Var L,,(B),Var L,(B) = 0. 
n-tm x (5.3) 
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Proof. First notice that (1.3) and (3.10)-(3.12) imply that in fact 
sup E 1 L,,(B) - ELne(B)j3 = O(1). 
x 
The same is true for supz VarL,,(B). Also we have mentioned previously 
that ,Zs E 1 L,,(B) - EL,,(B)13 = O(E,(n)) (see (4.7)). Finally, recall that 
EB(n) - nll~Aor . Now, the above facts in conjunction with (3.5) establish 
the lemma. 
To prove Theorem 3 first let & and I/,, denote the characteristic functions 
of [L,(B) - EL,(B)]/[VarL,(B)]1/2 and LAB) - E~,,(B)II[VarL,(B)11’2, 
respectively. Using (3.9) and the independence of the random variables 
{L&B)}, it can be shown that 
$4df4 = afbw(~). (5.4) 
If X is a random variable with finite third moment and f is the characteristic 
function of Xthen (see Feller [l], p. 487) f (0) = 1 + i6EX - e2EX2/2 + e(e) 
where 1 Al < 1 0 I3 E j X 13/3!. Using this fact it follows that 
where 
h@) = 1 - V2/2) Par L@)lVar L(B)) + %,(6) (5.5) 
I &,(f4 < I 6 I3 E / L,,(B) - EL@)13/3! [Var L,(B)]3’2. (5.6) 
For brevity, we set B,,(8) = #&0) - 1. The Taylor expansion of log( 1 + z) 
about x = 0 shows that for I x I < 4 we have log(l + z) = x + C(Z) I z /a 
where / e(z)1 < 1. Th e results of Lemma 3 applied to (5.5) and (5.6) give 
Supz I B,,(e)1 -+ 0 as n + Co. So, for n sufficiently large we can write 
Wl + %m = Km!(~) + 4&9 I Km(U” for all x, 
where / cl,,(e)1 < 1. Applying Lemma 3 again, along with (5.5) and (5.6) 
we obtain & B,,(B) -+ -e2/2 as n -+ co and 
lim sup Zz / B,,(e)l < e2/2. 
n-m 
Since 
the previous result, along with sup0 j B&e)I ---f 0, implies that 
-JYlAxm I J%,(q12 - 0 as n--t co. 
We now can conclude that 
22% l0g(i + B,,(e)) + -e2/2. 
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But 
d,(e) = 4AdQ) = exp[& 1ogU + &dW. 
Thus our results show d,(O) -+ e-e2/2 and Theorem 3 now follows from the 
continuity theorem. 
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